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Editorial 
Looking at the bigger picture 
With its increasing success in telecommunications and other markets, GaAs device makers are eager to grab a 
larger share of a growing market - and that’s prompting increasing interest in 6” wafers. 
‘bile the move to the larger diameter wafers 
W has long been predicted, the step up from 4” has been relatively slow to happen with firms 
wary about a range of factors, such as the required in- 
vestment, associated with the transition. That cautious 
approach seems to be evaporating, however, with a num- 
ber of companies declaring their intention, or at least 
the capability, to make the switch. 
Among the latest developments (see page 4) has seen 
Filtronic Solid State’s announcement that it is to estab- 
lish a 6” GaAs line for high volume production of 
PHEMTs at a former Si foundry in Newton Aycliffe, UK. 
About &lOm will be spent in the first 12 to 18 months to 
equip the plant for GaAs manufacture, with production 
expected to begin in the second quarter of 2000. With 
Infineon Technologies (formerly Siemens) hoping to 
have its new 6” line operational before Christmas, it sig- 
nals a healthy future for GaAs in Europe. 
The USA is also seeing escalating activity, with 
ANADIGICS recently commencing production on its 6” 
fab in Warren, NJ (see page 9). ‘Fab 2’ is currently being 
used for GaAs MESFET and PHEMT processing, but 
ANADIGICS intends to add HBTs in 2000. 
Alpha Industries, meanwhile, has completed the first 
phase of an expansion programme (page 8) that has laid 
the foundations for the move to bigger wafers.While the 
main aim of the expansion has been to expand manufac- 
turing capability on its existing 4” furniture, all new 
equipment is 6” wafer compatible to enable a quick and 
cost effective step up to the larger size as required. 
Merchant epiwafer supplier, Kopin Corp is another 
looking to 6” (page 14).The company recently brought 
on line the first of six new MOCVD production systems, 
two of which are capable of processing 6” wafers. 
Of course, installed equipment provides only part of the 
6” equati0n.A supply of wafers is also required, so substrate 
vendors are also moving in line with the 6” trend. Among 
them is Germany’s Freiberger Compound Materials, which 
has just announced plans to invest US$50 million in a new 
fab to expand production capacity, including 6” wafers. 
,.? 6--G? 4” - 
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